Three Buildings Approved

Senate Okays Budget

The building fund for the University has passed both houses of the legislature, and an appropriation was approved by the Senate Wednesday night.

House action is expected within the next few days, and the Senate appropriation will provide the necessary funds for the previous legislative session.

In either case the Senate-passed bill will have to be kept in committee Monday night if the Senate intends to keep it alive. The Senate has a bill number and it is the Senate bill number.
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Activities Council Holds Interviews

Activities Council members interviewed for the positions of Student Council officers. The interviews were held on the University campus.

Articles of Agreement between the University and the Student Council were signed.

The articles of agreement were signed by the University and the Student Council.

The articles of agreement were signed by the University and the Student Council.

The articles of agreement were signed by the University and the Student Council.

The articles of agreement were signed by the University and the Student Council.

The articles of agreement were signed by the University and the Student Council.
Who's Really To Blame?

A member of the State Legislature surprisingly criticized the Board of Regents for "its hypocrisy," which legislation he sponsored had truly done and was soon to take effect.

The city came from Edward V. Williams, representing New Seattle, County. His criticism was based on several points, such as, the Board should be the one to make the decisions and not the Legislature.

The Board had stated Tuesday that the legislators, in speaking to William's petition, must consider the Board's recommendations. The Board feels that their decisions are the best for the welfare of the University.

"The city will be entirely destroyed in the next few years." The Board's statement also expressed the Board's unwillingness to allow the Board to be dominated by legislation.

Keep Up The Good Work

A great deal of building is currently underway on campus. The administration is putting in a great deal of effort to ensure that the building process goes smoothly.

The Idaho State and House of Representatives have approved a bill authorizing the building of a new dormitory for students. The cost of the building is estimated to be around $8.5 million for University structures.

Dr. O. R. Mullins, Director of the Idaho State and House of Representatives, said, "We are satisfied with the progress being made, and we are happy with the results."

The building is expected to be completed within the next few months, and the administration is working hard to ensure that the building is completed on time.

Jim Metcalf's Campus Perspective

All the buildings we have been on are very clean and well-maintained. The Board has made an appropriate effort to improve the quality of the buildings. The Board will take the necessary steps to ensure that the buildings are up to par.

Students have also been critical of the Board's decisions. There are some of the批评 says. The Board administration has to face the problems of the buildings and make sure they are up to par. If we don't, we will have to face the consequences.

There have been three types of complaints, according to the Board. First, there have been complaints about the financial difficulties of the University. Second, there have been complaints about the Board's decisions. Third, there have been complaints about the Board's lack of communication.
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KUID Begins New Series "After Probe"

The radio department of the University of Idaho has announced the beginning of a new series, "After Probe," on the station.

This series will focus on the aftermath of an investigation or probe that has taken place. It will provide an in-depth look at the events that led to the probe and the impact it had on the individuals involved.

Firstly, however, I think it is important to note the characteristics of the probe itself. In order to be considered an effective means of investigation, a probe must be thorough and fair. The series aims to address these aspects of the probe.

Finally, we will see the results of the probe and its impact on the individuals involved. We will explore the outcomes of the probe and its effects on the individuals' lives.

But it's important to note that the probe itself is only part of the story. The probe is just one tool in a larger system designed to ensure justice and fairness.

In conclusion, "After Probe" promises to be a compelling and informative series for listeners. It will provide insight into the aftermath of investigations and help us understand the complexities of these events.

Bookstore Down Grades with New Management, "The University of Idaho Bookstore is being run by a new management company."

Newly-known Director of the Bookstore, Mr. Gooch, commented on the changes. "The new management will bring new ideas and new services to the bookstore."

"We are excited to see what the new management will bring to the bookstore," said Mr. Gooch. "We believe that they will be able to provide the students with a better experience."

Mr. Gooch is known for his expertise in the bookstore industry and has been instrumental in improving the bookstore's services and operations.

"I am confident that the new management will be able to provide the students with the services they need," said Mr. Gooch. "We are looking forward to working with them and providing the students with the best possible experience."

The new management company is expected to bring new ideas and services to the bookstore, including a broader selection of books and other products.

FRESH WEEK THIS WEEK

FRIDAY: Bookstore Down Grades with New Management.

SATURDAY: Bookstore Down Grades with New Management.

SUNDAY: Bookstore Down Grades with New Management.

"I am excited about the new changes that are being made to the bookstore," said Mr. Gooch. "We believe that these changes will be beneficial to the students and the bookstore."
Sunday Costume Party, Sex Discussion Planned

SUNDAY COCTAIL
A captive part to music, game, dance and several speak.

of the being planned each week.

LUTHERAN STUDENT
An internal service-outlet party in is of the agenda for the 6 p.m. meeting on the.
**Norwegian Father Visits University**

A father traveled 3,500 miles to be present at the University of Idaho, where his son is a student. Leif N. Jorgul, who hadn't seen his son in nearly two years, was the first to arrive at the university. He was greeted warmly by the son's friends and classmates. The father had visited various other cities before arriving in Idaho. He was scheduled to stay for a week to attend the university's graduation ceremony and explore the campus.

**Bath Invite Extended**

Class of 1963, The Class of 1964, and the Class of 1965 are invited to attend the annual Bath Invitational at the graduation ceremony. The event will be held at the university's main hall. Details about the event can be found on the university's website.

**Smylie Signs To Make LCNS 4-Year Institution**

Bob Smylie, who has been a coach at the LCNS (Louisville Christian) for the past four years, has signed a contract to become the new head coach at the LCNS. He will be joining the team in the fall and will be responsible for overseeing all aspects of the program.

**Two E-Boards Meet Jointly, Hear Academic Orientations**

The two e-boards met jointly to discuss academic orientations. The meeting was held to discuss the current state of the academic program at the university.

**Regents Board Approves Scholarships And Grants**

The Regents Board approved several scholarships and grants for students. The scholarships include the Smith Scholarship, the Clark Scholarship, and the Johnson Scholarship. The grants are designed to support students in their academic pursuits.

**Drives Z Inn Z’s CHIP STEAK BASKET**

Every item in the store at a discount. Open from 12:35 Monday through Saturday.

**Check one**

I want to enjoy 3 cars in 1 week with the only slide-open roof wagon convertible.

I want to command America’s fastest production car (over 300 mph)

I want to live it up with the dough I save by picking America’s lowest-priced V-8.

I want to be a rich pedants.

**Seniors**

Graduation announcements are here—14th aisle.

**About you!**

*Send Them To Parents and Relatives*

**University Bookstore**

COIN OPERATED

Wash—20c

Dry—10c

524 West 3rd
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**Court Theatre Plans To Hold Play Tryouts**

Children’s Theatre will hold auditions on Friday, May 27, from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. at the Administration Building. The audition will be held in the auditorium of the building.

**200 Students Registered For Journalism Contest**

About 200 students from 20 high schools throughout Montana will be attending the Journalism Contest. The event will be held at the University of Montana, Missoula, March 23rd. The new theme for the contest is "The News in the Classroom" and the contest will be held on March 21st. The students will present their work in a variety of formats, including print, video, and audio.
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Illness Plagues Thincldas As
Idaho Eyes Season Opener

Idaho's athletes will hold their first press conference of the season on the campus of the University of Washington in Seattle at 2:15 p.m. Monday.

The Vandals will return to the school for their first official practice of the season Monday afternoon.

The Vandals will conduct their first practice in the capital city of Idaho Monday.

The University of Idaho football team will conduct their first practice of the season Monday afternoon.

The Vandals will conduct their first practice in the capital city of Idaho Monday.

The Vandals will conduct their first practice in the capital city of Idaho Monday.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Salute: Phil Lacy

Phil Lacy (B.S.E.E, 1960) is a Data Equipment Engineer with Pacific Telephone in Sacramento. When asked what he wants for Christmas, he mentioned his wife, Helen, and their presence at home. Lacy is a native of California and has been with Pacific Telephone for 10 years.

Lacy is one of the Bell System's best才算任命. He previously designed circuits and equipment for use in the Bell System's first installation of Wide Area Telephone Service—a feature that provides businesses with the ability to communicate between any two points on the system.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Final Cage Stats

Logan States Tennis
Squad Faces Rebuilding

A rebuilding task, at least in the early going, faces the Idaho tennis team, according to coach Dick Snyder.

Logan said the Vandals have an experienced team, but it lacks depth and has not had the opportunity to compete against the top teams in the nation. The Vandals are scheduled to participate in the NCAA tournament this year.

The Vandals were scheduled to compete against the top teams in the nation this year, but were forced to cancel their participation due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Snyder said the team will focus on improving its performance in the upcoming season.

Snyder Optimistic Toward Golvers' Changes; Five Back To Lead Team

Idaho's golf team is optimistic about the changes to their program, according to coach Dick Snyder.

Snyder said the changes will benefit the program in the long run. He noted that the team has been working hard to improve its performance and is looking forward to the upcoming season.

The team will be led by five returning players, including two All-American selected last year. Snyder said this group of players is more experienced and has shown improvement in their skills.

Death Causes Scotch Debate Cancellation

The International Scoring Competition (ISC) was scheduled to take place on May 5th in Vancouver, Canada. However, due to the deaths of two players, the event was cancelled.

The two players who died were members of the Scottish team, and their deaths have had a significant impact on the event. The ISC is a major international tournament that brings together the best players from around the world to compete against each other.

Of Proposals

President D. E. Thompson of the University of Idaho was one of several university presidents who met with the NCAA last week to discuss potential changes to the NCAA's governance structure.

Thompson said the University of Idaho has been working closely with the NCAA to ensure that changes to the governance structure are fair and equitable for all universities.

Snyder Observations

Boise State

Snyder said the Boise State program is well-positioned for success in the future. He noted that the Broncos have a strong coaching staff and a solid recruiting base.

The Broncos are led by head coach Jeff Talley, who has been with the program since 2012. Talley has guided the Broncos to a��e 推荐阅读'Neill Football, Terry Goulet, Bob Jones and Mike Johnson.

Local coverage includes Idaho Statesman, Idaho Press, and Idaho Press Review.

VISITORS OF BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY TO BE IN VIBRANT, EXCITING ENVIRONMENT

Boise State University is looking forward to hosting visitors for the upcoming season. The university is preparing for a season of strong attendance and excitement.

Visitors can expect a vibrant and exciting environment on game days at Bronco Stadium. The stadium is set to host a series of exciting events and activities for fans to enjoy.

Visitors will be able to experience the atmosphere of Bronco Stadium, which is a state-of-the-art facility that provides a unique and enjoyable experience for fans of all ages.

The university is excited to welcome fans from around the country and is eager to provide a memorable experience for all visitors.
Four Hurlers Gone As Vandles Eye Opener

The University of Idaho Vandal baseball team, minus four pitchers from last year, appear to be on an even keel, athletic publicity director Tom Harstel said yesterday.

These four, of course, appeared in the Pan-American tournament this summer, and their absence, though not the record in 1969 and 1970.

Coach Bill Shero, who has been inCorvallis, announced his resignation and Babe Rights was officially given this past.

Barbour has been as much pitcher for Shero, who has been expected to mix up the pitching for the season.

The Vandals, another pitcher in the Idaho pitcher who was used in 1969, is a member of the Idaho State Senate, and is expected to record the season's report on the Idaho pitching season.
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Four Hurlers Gone As Vandals Eye Opener

The University of Idaho Vandal baseball team, minus four pitchers from last year, appear to be on an even keel, athletic publicity director Tom Harstel said yesterday.

These four, of course, appeared in the Pan-American tournament this summer, and their absence, though not the record in 1969 and 1970, appears to be well handled.

Donnie McMillan, 1943 to 1945, and Don McMillan, 1946 to 1948, are the most prominent.

Vandals Could Smash 16 Varsity Track Records

Here are the records the Idaho track team will be shooting for this season.

The first meet, plus 177 yards, was run by the Vandals in 1969.

It was run by the Vandals in 1969, and the second meet, plus 177 yards, was run by the Vandals in 1969.

Sorsby Quits Coaching Job

The winning of Idaho State track coach was announced yesterday by President Dan.

Coach Bill Shero, who has been in Corvallis, announced his resignation and Babe Rights was officially given this past.

Barbour has been as much pitcher for Shero, who has been expected to mix up the pitching for the season.

The Vandals, another pitcher in the Idaho pitcher who was used in 1969, is a member of the Idaho State Senate, and is expected to record the season's report on the Idaho pitching season.